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Gunner Belt and Lanyards
P/N 6008 1600 series
Gunner belts, also known as monkey belts or body positioning
systems, are designed to keep the user secured inside the helicopter
during open door operations. As such, a gunner belt is a vital piece of
Personnal Protection Equipment.
Lite Flite gunner belts come in multiple configurations, all built from
the same basic construction. A wide, reinforced lumbar support with
fixed lanyard or a tang/d-ring combination for attaching a removable
lanyard. The lanyard is equipped with a length adjuster that does not
loosen due to vibrations and wind blast. For added security, the
adjustable front piece of the belt can be equipped with dual click lock
buckles.
Specifications
 Waist width adjustable 60 to 150 cm
 One or two click-lock buckle closure
 Fixed or removable adjustable lanyard
 Low profile karabiner fits most hard points
 Breaking strength > 15 kN
 Max. user weight 150 kg
 Carry-on equipment: Standard, off-the-shelf parts
Materials
 MIL-W-4088 webbing type IX, breaking strength > 7000 lbs
 MIL-W-4088 webbing type VII, breaking strength > 6000 lbs
 Hardware made of corrosion treated stainless steel and sea water
resistant, anodized 6082 aluminium

0200
Lite Flite gunner belts and lanyards are
tested and type certified according to
European Council directive 89/686 in
conformance with European norm
EN358:2000. The quality management
system is audited by Notified Body:
Force Certification, Denmark.
Certificate No. DK-0200-PPE-2102

Life Cycle
 Recommended life time: 5 years from initial use
 Annual maintenance: Inspection and certification
 Daily maintenance: Flush with cold tap water
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Selected Part Numbers - Gunner Belts and Lanyards
60081608
Single buckle belt, W120, w. double attachm. for lanyard
60081609
Buckleless belt, W120, w. double attachm. for lanyard, D-ring back
60081610
Dual buckle belt, XL W150, 2.7m adj. lanyard
60081611
Dual buckle belt, W120, 2.7m adj. lanyard
60081612
Dual buckle belt, W120, 2.7m adj. lanyard, B12 sh. (NSN 1680226140191)
60081628
Single buckle belt, W120, 2.7m adj. lanyard, B12 shortener
60081614
Single buckle belt, W140, 2.5m adj. lanyard
60081614A
Single buckle belt, W140, 1.5m adj. lanyard
60081616
Dual buckle belt, W140, 1.5m fixed lanyard (NSN 1670226205634)
60081617
Dual buckle belt, W130, 1.5m adj. lanyard
60081624
Dual buckle belt, W120, 1.4m adj. lanyard (NSN 1680226202883)
60081621
Lanyard, 1.5m adjustable, click-lock buckle
60081622
Lanyard, 1.6m adjustable, karabiner
60081623
Lanyard, 3.0m adjustable, karabiner
60081627
Lanyard, 2.5m adjustable, click-lock buckle
60081629
Lanyard connector, 0.2m, click-lock tang and karabiner
60081631
Lanyard, 0.7m adjustable, karabiner
60081661
Dual buckle belt, XS, 2.2m adj. lanyard
The letter W denotes the max. waist size (cm)

About Lite Flite
Lite Flite is domiciled at Kolding Airport, Denmark. In our modern facilities we produce, repair and maintain a
lot of aircraft related items for customers all over the world.
Our helicopter rescue equipment is in service with skilled SAR units in more than 40 countries.
Lite Flite is represented by distributors in Norway, Lithuania, France, Oman, Hong Kong, Singapore.
We are proud to say that we have happy customers in the rest of the world as well.
Since the foundation in 1968 our activities have developed from parachutes and maritime products into safety
related items for helicopters and fixed wing aircraft.
Please contact us for further information about these and other products. We will do our utmost to help you.

Disclaimer
Lite Flite brochures, product sheets and similar documents are not to be used as approved data. These types of documents are
intended as marketing materials only. They are live documents that will be updated, changed and withdrawn without further notice.
The accuracy of technical data is not validated. For accurate data, part numbers and prices, please contact us by phone or email.
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